


It was a bright, sunny morning on Peppapeep Farm.



Papapeep Peppapeep and his daughter, Pippapeep Peppapeep, 
were sitting in the kitchen at breakfast. Papapeep was fretting. 
“Whatever am I going to do? My sheep sitter just cancelled and now 
I don’t have anyone to look after my flock.”

“I’ll look after the sheep,” offered Pippapeep.
Papapeep hesitated, “Sheep are a lot of responsibility, Pippapeep.”



“Just give me a chance, Dad. I know I can do it,” pleaded 
Pippapeep.

“Very well,” agreed Papapeep and handed Pippapeep a list of 
rules. “Just follow this list and you’ll have no trouble at all.” 



But it turned out that sheep 
are actually more difficult than 
they appear to be.



When one sheep was stubborn...



...ALL the sheep were stubborn.



When one sheep snuck into the garden...



...ALL the sheep snuck into the garden.



When one sheep wanted to come in the house...



...ALL the sheep wanted to come in the house, too. 



“NO SHEEP IN THE HOUSE!” exclaimed Papapeep returning 
from his errands. “That’s the first rule on the list!”

“Sorry! I’ll do better next time,” promised Pippapeep.



The next day Papapeep left 
Pippapeep in charge of the 
sheep again.

“Just follow the rules on the 
list,” Papapeep reminded her.



But when the sheep actually did what 
they were supposed to, they were, 
frankly, pretty boring.



Pippapeep tried painting pictures of sheep. But the sheep were 
impossible to tell apart and she started to doze off…



When Pippapeep woke up, she saw footprints leading towards 
the house.



“I thought I said NO 
SHEEP IN THE HOUSE!” 
shouted Papapeep. The house 
was an even worse disaster 
than last time.



“I’ll do better next time,” promised Pippapeep.
“Okay,” said Papapeep. “But this is your last 

chance.”



The next day Pippapeep followed the rules carefully. She 
discovered she could actually tell the sheep apart because of the 
paint on their feet. This gave her an idea...



Pippapeep picked one sheep who had two yellow feet and was 
standing in the sun. “You must like yellow, little guy,” she said and 
painted the rest of his wool with yellow stripes.



And, of course, after one sheep got painted, ALL the sheep 
wanted to be painted, too. Pippapeep let each sheep choose their 
own pattern as long as it wasn’t the same as any other sheep’s.



“There!” said Pippapeep surveying her work. “You can finally be 
your own sheep!”



Unfortunately once the sheep started doing their 
own thing, they became even harder to control. One 
sheep jumped the fence, another jumped onto the roof. 
One sheep ate the laundry, another ate an old tire. One 
sheep hid in a tree, another hid in the bushes. One 
sheep ran up the mountain, another ran into traffic…



“This is a total sheep disaster!” exclaimed Pippapeep.



“Quick!” exclaimed Papapeep when he 
came home. “Let’s find all the sheep before 
they cause any more trouble.” 

They ran around for hours trying to 
wrangle the sheep back into one place. 



By the end of the day, they had found all of the sheep except for one.
“I’m sorry, Dad,” said Pippapeep. “I was just wanted the sheep to be 

themselves.”
“It’s my fault,” sighed Papapeep. “I shouldn’t have left you in 

charge of the sheep. It was too much responsibility.”



“Excuse me,” said a woman peeking her head over the fence. “Is 
this your fancy sheep?”

“What did the sheep do this time?” asked Papapeep.



“This is the most amazing sheep ever!” exclaimed the woman. “I 
want a sweater made from his wool! Do you really have a whole 
farm full of fancy sheep?”

 Behind the woman a crowd of people started to form.



Soon the farm was flooded with people. Everyone crowded 
around taking pictures and trying to get a better view. There was 
even a television crew. Some people wanted to place orders for fancy 
wool and others wanted to pay just to spend time with the sheep.



“We’ll I’ll be…” said Papapeep turning to Pippapeep. “Trusting 
you with the sheep turns out to be the best thing that I could have 
done…You made all of this happen, Pippapeep. Just by being you.”



And from then on there were no more lists of 
rules on Peppapeep Farm. The sheep (and 
Pippapeep) were free to be themselves and chose 
to do their own thing whenever they could.



Except of course when one sheep wanted to sit in Pippapeep’s lap...



...then ALL the sheep wanted to sit in Pippapeep’s lap, too.






